There has been a significant amount of effort invested in designing scheduling transformations such as loop tiling and loop fusion that rearrange the execution of dynamic instances of loop nests to place operations that access the same data close together temporally. In recent years, there has been interest in designing similar transformations that operate on recursive programs, but until now these transformations have only considered simple scenarios: multiple recursions to be fused, or a recursion nested inside a simple loop. This paper develops the first set of scheduling transformations for nested recursions: recursive methods that call other recursive methods. These are the recursive analog to nested loops. We present a transformation called recursion twisting that automatically improves locality at all levels of the memory hierarchy, and show that this transformation can yield substantial performance improvements across several benchmarks that exhibit nested recursion.
Introduction
Over the last several decades, there has been a substantial amount of effort invested in designing locality enhancing compiler transformations: transformations that can restructure code to improve locality of reference, and hence improve cache behavior [1] . Unlike transformations that change the operations of a piece of code, these localityenhancing transformations are scheduling transformations: they rearrange the order of the existing operations in a piece of code without changing what the operations do. By rescheduling computations to ensure that operations that Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. touch the same piece(s) of data occur close together in time, these transformations promote good cache behavior. For programs with substantial amounts of data reuse, these transformations are crucial for achieving good performance.
Common frameworks for performing rescheduling transformations include the unimodular framework [3] and the polyhedral framework [5, 12, 13] . These frameworks operate by conceptualizing the dynamic execution of a set of nested loops as an iteration space, with each point in that iteration space representing a dynamic instance of the loop body. Each of these dynamic instances represents the same static code, but executing on a piece of data determined by the loop indices. Transformations such as loop interchange, loop skewing, and loop tiling can be understood as transformations on this iteration space that change the order of iteration through this space. Crucially, all of these frameworks only handle affine iteration spaces: iteration spaces that arise from the use of nested loops.
For-loops are not the only source of dynamic instances of the same (static) operations, however. Recursive methods also result in the same code being repeatedly re-invoked. These recursive methods also define iteration spaces, just not iterative iteration spaces: each dynamic instance of an invocation of the recursive method is a point in a recursive iteration space. In the past five years, there have been some attempts to expand the space of locality-enhancing transformations to work on recursive iteration spaces 1 . For example, Jo and Kulkarni look at transformations on recursive iteration spaces nested within an iterative iteration space, in the context of repeated traversals of trees [20, 21] ; the outer loop iterates over points, and the inner recursive traversal of the tree generates a recursive iteration space. Rajbhandari et al. look at fusing two (or more) recursive iteration spaces, in an analog of loop fusion [25, 26] ; here the separate recursive iteration spaces represent separate traversals of a kd-tree, and the fusion transformation yields a single recursive traversal of the tree.
Up to now, the only locality transformations explored for recursive iteration spaces consider either a recursive space nested within an iterative one, or two or more independent nested recursive iteration spaces.
Nested Recursive Iteration Spaces
Nested recursive iteration spaces arise, unsurprisingly, from nested recursion. Consider the code in Figure 1 (a), which performs a join of two trees (imagine, for example, performing a join across two tree-based indices): for each node of the first tree, every node of the second tree is visited to perform the join. The "work" performed by this nested recursive code is the join operation in Line 11. If the outer tree has n nodes and the inner tree has m nodes, we can see that the join operation is called mn times. If this code is called on the two trees in Figure 1 (b), the result is that join will be called 49 times. These 49 dynamic instances of join can be organized in an iteration space in exactly the same manner as iteration spaces that arise from nested loops: each of the two recursive functions represents one dimension of the iteration space, leading to a two-dimensional iteration space. Each point in the iteration space (for brevity, we will call these points "iterations") is labeled by two values: the location in the outer tree the first recursive call (recurseOuter) is at, and the location in the inner tree the second recursive call (recurseInner) is at. Figure 1 (c) shows this iteration space. Note that while the labels in this example correspond to specific tree nodes, the recursive calls need not traverse actual trees. In reality, the labels for the iterations correspond to abstract positions in the iteration space.
The arrows in Figure 1 (c) represent the order in which the iterations are invoked: for each node of the outer tree (labeled with letters), every node of the inner tree (labeled with numbers) is traversed, with a depth-first, pre-order ordering. In other words, the arrows represent the schedule of computation implemented by the original code. We can reason about the locality effects of this particular schedule. There are two important conclusions we can draw. First, there is tremendous reuse in this computation: the computation touches O(m + n) data, but performs O(mn) work. Given this data reuse, there is an opportunity for good locality: if the operations that touch the same portions of the tree are scheduled in close succession, the tree data is likely to remain in cache.
Second, the schedule implemented by the code in Figure 1 is actually quite bad. While the outer tree has good locality (all of the iterations that touch a particular outer tree node are scheduled back to back, so each outer tree node will be brought into cache only once), the inner tree has poor locality. While each inner tree node is touched n times, the accesses occur m iterations apart-the size of the entire inner tree! A simple reuse distance analysis [24] thus indicates that the reuse distance 2 on inner tree nodes is O(m). Hence, if the inner tree gets sufficiently large, every access to the inner tree results in a cache miss.
This sort of locality behavior arises in traditional loopbased programs-the join example in Figure 1 is analogous to a vector outer-product in dense linear algebra, and the locality effects on the two vectors in that kernel correspond to the locality effects on the two trees. Loop transformations such as tiling produce a new schedule of computation for vector outer product that has much better locality. But loop tiling is defined for loop-based codes. Is there an analogous schedule that will give good locality for nested, recursive iteration spaces? And can that schedule be efficiently realized in code? This paper answers both of these questions, "yes."
Contributions
This paper makes the following contributions:
1. We develop a simple transformation for nested recursive iteration spaces that is an analog of loop interchange. While this transformation alone does not provide any locality benefits, the conceptual transformation, and the synthesized code that implements the new schedule, form the basis for more complex transformations.
2. We introduce recursion twisting, a recursion-friendly analog of loop tiling, and describes how to implement the schedule. Through a reuse distance analysis, we argue that twisted interchange improves locality for nested recursive programs. Interestingly, unlike loop tiling, recursion twisting is parameterless: there is no need to instantiate parameters, such as tile size, based on cache properties. Notably, this means that twisted interchange optimizes for all levels of the memory hierarchy.
3. Unlike loop-based iteration spaces, nested recursive iteration spaces can have highly irregular "loop" bounds, due to irregular truncation conditions in recursion that lead to non-convex bounds. We develop a scheduling strategy to ensure that the bounds of the iteration space are preserved under our transformations, and describe several optimizations to implement these schedules efficiently.
4. We evaluate recursion twisting by examining two simple nested-recursion benchmarks as well as four real-world examples of nested-recursive algorithms: Curtin et al.'s dual tree n-body methods [11] . We show, across these six benchmarks, that our transformations can yield between 1.77× and 10.88× speedup (3.94× geomean speedup) over baseline implementations.
Outline
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the structure of nested recursion that we target, and our foundational scheduling transformation, recursion interchange. Section 3 defines recursion twisting. Section 4 explains how our scheduling transformations handle data-dependent recursion truncation. Section 5 describes a compiler transformation that implements recursion twisting. Section 6 evaluates the recursion twisting transformation. Section 7 discusses connections between this work and work on traditional, loop-based iteration spaces. Section 8 describes related work, and Section 9 concludes.
Recursion Interchange
This section introduces recursion interchange, the foundational transformation that enables the recursion twisting optimization presented in Section 3. First, we explain the template of nested recursion: the control structure of the algorithms that this paper's transformations target. Figure 2 : General nested recursion template Figure 2 shows the general template for nested recursion. The template is written in terms of recursion over binary trees, but need not be specific to trees, and need not feature only two recursive calls per recursion.
Nested recursion template
The recursion template essentially traverses the inner tree for each node of the outer tree (modulo the effects of the truncation methods, which we discuss below). To understand the behavior of the recursion template, it is useful to consider an analogy with a doubly-nested for loop; the two recursive calls are the analog of the two loops. Crucially, almost all of the code in the recursive functions only as the equivalents of loop tests and increments. The code that corresponds to the loop body is the call to work in line 15.
The two tree nodes involved in the recursion, o and i, are the equivalent of the loop indices (indeed, this is why the code is not truly specific to trees, as these indices can just be abstract handles, just as loop indices are). The truncation conditions in lines 4 and 13 are the equivalent of the loop termination conditions in a nested for loop: they determine the bounds of the iteration space. Note that the outer recursion is only truncated based on the value of o, while the inner recursion can be bounded based on both o and i-the equivalent of an outer for loop having a termination condition based just on its loop index, while the inner for loop's termination condition can be based on both loops' indices.
Finally, the recursive calls dereference the children of o and i. These are the equivalents of increment operations in for loops. Note that there is no reason there cannot be additional recursive calls in each of the recursions. While here we represent the "increment" operations using field dereferences, these could instead be abstract increment functions that move to the next abstract index, allowing the recursion template to apply to non-tree traversals.
To close the analogy, note that our recursion template is actually a generalization of perfectly nested loops: if the template features just one recursive call in each recursion and if the truncation conditions simply test for null, then the recursion template devolves into a doubly-nested loop, with each of the "trees" being linked lists where each node in the two lists represents one value of the corresponding loop index.
Note that truncateInner2? in line 13 allows the inner recursion to be truncated based on both the outer index and the inner index. As we will see in Section 4, this can lead to irregular loop bounds. For the remainder of this section and Section 3, we will assume that truncateInner2? is a no-op (as it is in the tree join example of Figure 1(a) ), leading to simple, regular iteration spaces that are easy to reason about.
Assumptions and Terminology
The transformations presented in this paper apply whether or not the recursions traverse trees, but our locality analyses presume that the recursions do traverse trees (though the inner and outer recursions may traverse the same tree), as the applications we consider in Section 6 do so. Hence, for simplicity, in the remainder of the paper we will assume that the recursions traverse trees.
For the remainder of the paper, we use the following terminology: the outer tree is the tree traversed by the outer recursion of the original code (e.g., the tree labeled alphabetically in Figure 1(b) ), while the inner tree is traversed by the inner recursion of the original code (e.g., the tree labeled numerically in Figure 1(b) ). The identity of the two trees is absolute, regardless of the transformation(s) performed on the original code. In contrast, the outer recursion is relative to a particular piece of code, and is whichever recursion is the one invoked first, while the inner recursion is the recursion invoked from the outer recursion. Hence, in Figure 3 , the outer recursion traverses the inner tree, and the inner recursion traverses the outer tree.
Swapping inner and outer recursions
One of the most basic loop transformations is loop interchange, where the inner and outer loop of a doubly-nested loop are swapped. We can imagine an analogous transformation for our recursion template: rather than traversing the entire inner tree for each node of the outer tree, we can traverse the entire outer tree for each node of the inner tree. We call this transformation recursion interchange.
Recursion interchange is quite straightforward, and the results of applying it to the recursion template are shown in Figure 3 (recall that we are ignoring truncateInner2?). We see that recurseOuterSwapped iterates over the inner tree (so the bounds check in line 2 checks the inner tree, and the recursive calls traverse the inner tree) and recurseInnerSwapped iterates over the outer tree. If we were to apply recursion interchange to the iteration space in Figure 1 , the resulting iteration is a row-by-row enumeration of the iteration space, instead of column-by-column. Locality effects Recursion interchange does not have substantial effects on locality. Returning to the example from Section 1, where the outer tree has n nodes and the inner tree has m nodes, the original, column-by-column schedule of execution means that the outer tree has O(1) reuse distances, and hence good locality, while the nodes of the inner tree have O(m) reuse distances, and hence poor locality. In the interchanged code, with a row-by-row schedule, the inner tree has good locality while the nodes of the outer tree have O(n) reuse distances. In practice, for large trees, this means that either version of the code has bad locality.
There is one exception, however: if the trees are sized so that the outer tree can fit in cache while the inner tree cannot (so n < m), then the interchanged code, with its smaller reuse distances, will have good locality while the original code will not. If, instead, it is the inner tree that fits in cache, the original code will feature good locality, while the interchanged code will not. Thus, while recursion interchange alone is typically ineffective, we can exploit this asymmetry-that locality properties are determined by the size of the tree traversed by the inner recursion-to develop a new transformation that is effective. We present this transformation next.
Recursion Twisting
This section introduces recursion twisting, a transformation for nested recursive programs that is the equivalent of a multi-level tiling optimization (indeed, as we note in Section 7, this transformation has some similarities to cacheoblivious algorithms). We present the transformation itself in Section 3.1, analyze the locality implications of performing this transformation on applications that traverse trees in Section 3.2, and discuss its soundness in Section 3.3.
Transformation
Recall from Section 2.2 that the tree traversed by the outer recursion has good locality, while the tree traversed by the inner recursion has a reuse distance determined by the size of the tree (more accurately, by the size of each traversal). However, if both trees are large, it is immaterial which tree is traversed by the inner recursion, as neither tree fits in cache, and the inner recursion will suffer a large number of cache misses regardless.
However, consider the behavior of the outer recursion when it is called on the root of the outer tree in the example from Section 1. In the first invocation of the outer recursion, the entire inner tree is traversed for node A of the outer tree. Then, the outer method is invoked recursively on the left and right children of the root. Each of those invocations can be thought of as a separate, new nested recursive call, one that starts at node B of the outer tree, and one that starts at node E of the outer tree. Both of these outer recursion calls still traverse the entire inner tree, but the outer (sub)trees that are traversed by the two calls, considered separately, are now smaller. Indeed, after each outer recursive call, the remaining outer tree "rooted" at that outer call gets smaller. Eventually, then, this outer subtree becomes small enough that it can fit in cache.
Note that, semantically, recurseOuter (from Figure 2 ) and recurseOuterSwapped (from Figure 3 ) are identical: they both perform a "cross product" of two trees: for each node of one tree, visit every node of the other tree. The only difference is which tree is traversed by the outer recursion and which is traversed by the inner recursion. This means that any call to recurseOuter can be replaced with a call to recurseOuterSwapped (and vice versa). Thus, whenever recurseOuter is at a node of the outer tree where its child subtrees are small enough to fit in cache, we can call recurseOuterSwapped on those subtrees, switching the outer tree to the inner recursion, and yielding locality benefits. In other words, even if the outer tree is not small enough to fit in cache initially, after several rounds of recursion, the remainder of the outer tree is small enough that it is worth performing recursion interchange.
So when should this interchange happen? It can be difficult to tell whether a subtree is small enough to fit in cache, so knowing when to switch from traversing the outer tree in the outer recursion to traversing the inner tree in the outer recursion. However, note that it is always better to traverse the smaller tree in the inner recursion. Moreover, whichever tree is traversed by the outer recursion gets smaller as the recursion progresses, while the inner tree stays the same size. Hence, after continued recursion, the outer tree becomes smaller than the inner tree and it becomes profitable to perform interchange. This process can be repeated, with recurseOuter calling recurseOuterSwapped, and vice versa, when necessary.
Figure 4(a) shows how this schedule can be implemented, with Figure 4(b) showing the resulting execution schedule on our example iteration space. Because the inner and outer trees continually switch places in this schedule, we call this 1 
Locality analysis
What are the locality implications of recursion twisting? A formal theoretical analysis of the transformation is beyond the scope of this paper, but this section discusses some of the effects of the transformation, using the notions of reuse distance analysis [24] . We analyze a scenario akin to that in our running example: a cross-product of two equallysized, balanced, binary trees. The general conclusions of this analysis hold for any algorithm where i) the inner and outer recursions traverse trees (that could be the same tree); and ii) the trees are roughly balanced (i.e., the depth of a tree with n nodes is O(logn)).
Recursion twisting has good locality Assume that the inner and outer trees have n nodes each, and that work(o, i) accesses exactly node o and node i. In the original nested recursion, the reuse distance of outer tree nodes (disregarding the first access to any node) is O(1) (between successive uses of an outer tree node, only one inner tree node is accessed), while the reuse distance of inner tree nodes is O(n). Hence, the outer tree nodes have good locality, while the inner tree nodes have poor locality. Because each invocation of work accesses an inner tree node and an outer tree node, half the accesses in the program have good locality, and half have bad locality. In recursion twisting, the root of the outer tree traverses the entire inner tree, and then the two recursions are interchanged. This yields two nested recursions, one called on the inner tree and the left child of the outer tree's root, and the other called on the inner tree and the right child of the outer tree's root. Now, the inner tree has good locality, with reuse distances of O (1), while the outer tree has poor locality-but with reuse distances of O(n/2) (because each outer subtree only has half the nodes). Hence, while half the accesses (on the inner tree) still have good locality, the other half (on the outer tree) has better locality than before. Indeed, after each twist (recursion interchange) in recursion twisting, the tree traversed by the outer recursion will have good locality, and the tree traversed by the inner recursion will have a reuse distance half that of the previous step.
In other words, as the recursion depth gets deeper along both the inner and outer recursion, locality improves rapidly. Because most of the work happens "deep" in the recursion over two trees (for instance, since half of each tree is leaf nodes, fully 1/4th of the work is joining one leaf node with another leaf node), most of the work happens with small reuse distances for both trees, and hence the new schedule exhibits good locality.
Examples The effects of recursion twisting can be seen when comparing Figures 1(c) and 4(b) . Consider accesses to node 5 of the inner tree, of which there are 7 (one for each node of the outer tree). In the original schedule, the reuse distances for node 5 (counting only tree nodes that are accessed) are, in order of execution, [∞, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8, 8] . In the twisted schedule, the reuse distances are [∞, 10, 3, 3, 10, 3, 3] : half of the accesses have their reuse distances more than cut in half. Note that some of the reuse distances went up, due to the effects of recursion twisting, but the maximum reuse distance is bounded by the size of the two trees and is hence still O(n); moreover, these larger reuse distances merely leave cache misses as cache misses. Most accesses wind up with smaller reuse distances, as "tiles" of execution naturally emerge in the schedule (indeed, 3×3 tiles are visible in the schedule of Figure 4(b) ). To see these effects in a larger setting, Figure 5 shows the results of running a reuse distance simulation on the example from Figure 1 (a) with trees of size 1024. The figure shows a CDF plotting the percentage of accesses with reuse distance less than r for all r. We see the hot/cold nature of the original schedule immediately, with 50% of the accesses having a small reuse distance and 50% having a large one. The recursion twisting schedule has an interesting effect: it generally lowers reuse distances, but not uniformly. This is a consequence of the recursive nature of the transformation, with reuse distances halving after each twist. If we were to plot the iteration space of this larger example, we would see a series of nested tiles-tiles that are themselves decomposed into tiles-in the schedule, leading to a wider range of reuse distances.
Recursion twisting is parameterless This natural nesting of tiles that emerges from recursion twisting is salutary, as it leads to a parameterless transformation. To see why this is beneficial, consider the effect of applying loop tiling to a vector outer product algorithm. As discussed previously, in vector outer product, one vector has good locality, while the second vector has poor locality. If loop tiling with a tile size of b is applied, most elements of the second vector have O(b) reuse distances. If b is smaller than cache, this is excellentmost accesses fit in cache-but if b is larger than cache, then tiling has no effect. Militating against making b arbitrarily small, though, is a second factor: once per tile, the elements of the second vector suffer an O(n) reuse distance, and if there are too many tiles, this results in too many misses. Thus, carefully choosing b is critical to achieving good performance. Indeed, this parameter-driven locality means that not only must the tile size be chosen carefully, but in the presence of multiple levels of cache, multiple levels of tiling must be applied.
In contrast, in recursion twisting, each twist halves the size of the trees involved, so reuse distances naturally, and progressively, shrink, until they become small enough to fit in each level of the cache. Hence, without the aid of any parameters, applying recursion twisting naturally produces good locality for any size cache-and any number of levels of cache. This recursive halving to produce parameter-free, locality-optimized implementations is the same process that many cache-oblivious algorithms leverage [15, 19] .
Soundness
Like with any scheduling transformation, recursion twisting may not always be sound; the transformed code could produce a different result than the original code, as the order in which work methods are called changes. Recursion twisting is sound if, for all pairs of work invocations that have a dependence (they access the same location, and at least one invocation writes to that location), the order they occur in the original code is the same as the order they occur after recursion twisting.
Because recursion twisting changes the schedule of execution in a very complex way, it may seem difficult to determine when the transformation is sound. However, we can establish a fairly simple sufficient condition for soundness:
Claim 1. Recursion twisting is sound whenever recursion interchange is sound
Proof sketch A full, formal proof is beyond the scope of this paper. However, intuitively, this claim is true because replacing recurseOuter with recurseOuterSwap (or vice versa) is merely performing recursion interchange on a subset of the iteration space. Furthermore, the entirety of the recurseOuter invocation being replaced with recurseOuterSwap will occur before any other iterations are performed. This means that the only iterations that change their order with respect to each other are the ones performed within recurseOuter; everything before still happens before, and everything after still happens after. Thus, if recursion interchange is sound, replacing one instance of recurseOuter with recurseOuterSwap will not change the behavior of the iterations performed by recurseOuter, and cannot change the behavior of any of the other iterations. Hence, a single twist in recursion twisting is sound. A straightforward induction on the number of twists completes the proof.
Implications Note that the general soundness criterionrecursion twisting is sound when recursion interchange is sound-is analogous to the soundness criterion for loop tiling, which is sound whenever loop interchange is sound. While precisely determining when recursion interchange is sound can be difficult (there has been relatively little work in analyzing the structure of dependences for recursive programs [2, 9, 14, 29]), we note that recursion interchange switches a column-by-column execution to a row-by-row execution. This means that while many iterations might change their relative order during recursion twisting, any intra-traversal dependences are preserved: any dependences that occur within a single inner recursion in the original code remain within the same column of the iteration space, and hence will be preserved after interchange.
This observation gives rise to a more conservative correctness criterion that is still sufficient to guarantee the soundness of recursion twisting. If the outer recursion is "parallel"-as long as different recurseOuter invocations are independent of each other-the only dependences that can exist are intra-traversal dependences. 3 Hence, if the outer recursion is parallel, recursion interchange is sound, and therefore recursion twisting is sound.
We note that this type of dependence structure is extremely common. Most of the applications we study in Section 6 feature only intra-traversal dependences and parallel outer recursions (the others have no dependences at all). Hence, though this condition is fairly conservative, we find it to be sufficiently precise as a soundness test.
Handling Irregular Truncation
Up until now, we have been considering instances of the nested recursion template in Figure 2 where the truncateInner2? truncation condition is a no-op. This has the effect of ensuring that every instance of the inner recursion traverses the same portion of the tree, regardless of the index of the outer recursion-the only truncation conditions are "local" to the tree being traversed. As a result, the iteration spaces we have considered so far are "rectangular," and, fundamentally, regular (even if they arise from irregular recursion). However, if truncateInner2? is not a no-op, then the inner recursion truncation becomes outer recursion-dependent, and traversals from different outer recursion indices may look different, leading to irregular iteration spaces and, critically, to correctness challenges for our transformations. This section explains how we deal with these irregular truncation conditions.
Tracking truncation flags
Figure 6(a) shows an example of an irregular iteration space that might arise from having an outer recursion-dependent truncation. In particular, this is the iteration space that arises from replacing the truncation condition in line 10 of the example in Figure 1 (a) with: if (i = null || (o.label = B && i.label = 2)) return; As we can see, several of the iterations are skipped (and are marked as such with greyed-out circles). Crucially, however, this pattern of skipped iterations is not the same for every outer-recursion index; the iterations are only skipped for index B.
The problem with this truncation is that the truncation condition is only checked once, at iteration (B, 2). The other skipped iterations, (B, 3) and (B, 4) are implicitly skipped due to the semantics of recursion. To see why this is a problem, consider what happens under loop interchange, when the same iteration space is traversed row-by-row, and the outer recursion traverses the inner tree. It is obvious that we can still skip iteration (B, 2) by moving the truncation condition into recursionInnerSwapped and using it to skip the work function. But what truncation condition should be used to skip the other two iterations? Because of the irregular structure of this truncation, we cannot merely skip recursive calls as the original code does. We need to wait until a different outer recursion-visiting a different node of the inner tree-reaches the same point in the outer tree. Figure 6 (b) shows how we can solve this problem. The key is to "remember," when we arrive at iteration (B, 2) that inner tree descendants of 2 need to be skipped whenever the recursion arrives at outer tree node B. We accomplish this by setting a truncation flag in node B (line 16). If an iteration sees the truncation flag set, it skips its work function (line 20) 4 . To ensure that only descendants are skipped, we must also remember to unset the truncation flag once all of the children of 2 have finished their traversals. This ensures that when, say, node 5 is traversing the outer tree in the interchanged code, it correctly executes iteration (B, 5). Hence, we maintain a set of outer tree nodes that are truncated by node 2 (line 4), and add any truncated nodes to that set (line 17). After the entire subtree rooted at node 2 is complete, we use that set to reset the truncation flags (line 9).
Crucially, this approach to managing irregular iteration spaces works even in the presence of recursion twisting: when using the "interchanged" order of recursion, this code applies without modification. When using the "regular" order of recursion, we need merely to check whether the truncation flag for the outer node is set, in addition to evaluating truncateInner2? prior to executing recurseInner.
Optimization: reducing wasted work
Note that the interchanged code cannot use truncateInner2? to cut off any recursion, unlike in the original code, where truncateInner2? truncates the inner recursion. As a result, the interchanged code performs a full cross-product of the two recursive spaces, even if there is data-dependent truncation. This can lead to an explosion in the amount of work performed: dual-tree algorithms (see Section 6) perform a nested recursion of two O(n) size trees, but only have O(n log n) iterations due to data-dependent truncation. Because the interchanged code cannot cut off any recursion, it is forced to perform O(n 2 ) iterations. Recursion twisting ameliorates this work explosion somewhat: whenever the original recursion order is executedusing recurseOuter and recurseInner-data-dependent truncation is able to cut off the inner recursion, saving work. As a result, recursion twisting does not have as much work overhead as recursion interchange.
We can further reduce this overhead through subtree truncation: if at any point every node in a subtree of the inner tree has the truncation flag set for a particular outer tree node, then the inner tree recursion (performed by recurseOuterSwapped) can be truncated early as well, saving even more work.
When running dual-tree point correlation (see Section 6.1) on a 100,000 point input, the original code performs 1.25 billion iterations. Recursion interchange is forced to perform 5.61 billion iterations, because it cannot truncate any recursions 5 . Recursion interchange, in contrast, performs 1.31 billion iterations, a work overhead of only 4% over the orig-inal code. Adding subtree truncation leads to 1.27 billion iterations, a work overhead of only 1.8%.
Optimization: reducing instruction overhead
The truncation code in Figure 6 (b) adds instruction overhead in addition to work overhead, due to the necessity of unsetting truncation flags (line 9). In addition to requiring a lot of instructions, this loop has cache implications, as outer tree nodes need to be traversed a second time to manipulate the truncation flag.
We can optimize away this instruction overhead when two conditions hold: (i) the original inner recursion traverses a tree; (ii) there is only one traversal order for the inner tree, that can be determined a priori. The key insight here is that when an outer tree node has its truncation flag set by an inner tree node, the flag is unset when that entire inner subtree is processed. We can number the inner tree nodes according to their traversal order (hence requirement (ii) for the optimization). The truncation flag in each outer tree node is then replaced with a counter, c, with the following semantics: if an inner tree node has number v and v < c, then the inner tree node is truncated for that outer tree node.
The counters for the outer tree nodes are initialized as -1 (so there is no truncation). When the truncation flag on an outer tree node would be set by an inner tree node, c is set to the number of the next inner tree node after the current inner subtree. Hence, as the inner tree is traversed by recurseOuterSwap, outer tree nodes are naturally "untruncated" as inner subtrees are completed.
Prototype Implementation
To help programmers apply recursion twisting, we built a source-to-source transformation tool using Clang's libtooling library. 6 Using annotations, the programmer specifies the two nested recursive functions. The transformation then generates parameterless recursion twisting code, including any necessary truncation code.
Given annotated nested recursive functions, the tool performs a syntactic "sanity check" to make sure that the annotated recursive functions conform to the template shown in Figure 1(a) . Next, the tool analyzes the nested recursions to decide whether irregular truncation is performed (in other words, it determines whether any portion of the inner recursion's truncation condition is dependent on the outer recursion). If irregular truncation is needed, it synthesizes twisting-compatible truncation code as described in Section 4.
Our tool is still a prototype, and hence has some limitations. First, our tool does not perform any sort of analysis to prove the soundness of recursion twisting; it relies on the programmer to only annotate nested recursive functions that can be safely transformed. Second, to implement the con-ditional check that determines when to "twist," our tool assumes that a method can be called to determine the size of the current sub-recursion (i.e., subtree). In the simplest case, this method can simply return the value of a field in the tree data structure being traversed. Finally, while recursion twisting can be applied to recursion with an arbitrary number of recursive calls in each recursive method, the tool currently only works with recursive methods that make two recursive calls.
Experimental Evaluation
We evaluate recursion twisting on two simple benchmarks and four real-world dual-tree benchmarks, Curtin et al.'s general approach to n-body algorithms [11] . The basic structure of a tree-based n-body algorithm is that a set of points in space are organized using a spatial tree, such as a kd-tree [4] . This spatial structure is then traversed by each of a set of query points to solve the relevant n-body problem, using the tree to prune portions of the search space that will not interact with the query point. In a dual-tree algorithm, the query points are also organized using a spatial tree, which hence becomes the outer tree of a nested recursive algorithm. These algorithms are naturally locality-optimized because the tree organization of the bodies means that similar traversals occur in close succession, reducing reuse distances in the inner tree. We show that recursion twisting can provide substantial performance improvements in scenarios where the baseline dual-tree algorithm has poor locality (i.e., when the inner traversals get large).
Methodology
Benchmarks We evaluate recursion twisting on six benchmarks:
1. Tree Join (TJ) is a cross product of two trees where a pair of nodes contribute to a computation (this benchmark corresponds to Figure 1(a) ). We evaluate TJ on trees of size 800 thousand nodes, which the baseline takes 20,189 seconds to complete.
2. Matrix multiplication (MM) is a simple computation over two matrices where the outer recursion walks over the rows of the first matrix and the inner recursion walks over the columns of the second. The work(o, i) performed by the nested recursion is a dot product of row o and column i, so the overall computation performs a matrix multiplication. We evaluate MM on matrices of size 40,000 × 40,000, which the baseline takes 98,232 seconds to complete. NN on an input of 1 million points, which the baseline takes 44,868 seconds to complete.
k-Nearest neighbor (KNN)
is like nearest neighbor but finds the k nearest neighbors of each query point. We evaluate KNN (k = 5) on an input of 600 thousand points, which the baseline takes 29,758 seconds to complete.
6. VP-tree (VP) is a k-nearest neighbor algorithm that uses a vantage point tree instead of a kd-tree. We evaluate VP (k = 10) on an input of 400 thousand points, which the baseline takes 122,900 seconds to complete.
TJ and MM have no dependences between iterations, and do not have irregular truncation. PC, NN, KNN and VP-the dual-tree benchmarks-all have dependences carried over the inner recursion (though the outer recursion is still "parallel," satisfying the correctness criterion of Section 3.3), and feature irregular truncation.
Evaluation platform Our evaluation platform is a dual 12-core Intel Xeon with each core running at 2.7 GHz. Each core has 32K of L1 cache, 256K of L2 cache, and each chip shares 20MB of L3 cache. Because we are interested in locality effects, we execute each benchmark in a single thread (note that because of the single-threaded execution, the core has access to the entire last level cache, and hence we require large inputs for the working set to exceed the LLC). Figure 7 shows the speedup of performing recursion twisting on our baselines. We see that across the board, we get good performance improvements, ranging from 1.77× for VP to 10.88× for PC.
Performance results

Performance analysis
Our performance improvements come from the balance of two factors. First, recursion twisting introduces instruction overhead, due to the overheads of tracking and managing truncation information (see Section 4) . Figure 8 the instruction overhead of recursion twisting, which incurs anywhere from a 1% to a 72% increase in the number of instructions (some of these instruction overheads can be mitigated by introducing cutoffs; see Section 7). Second, recursion twisting yields much better locality. Figure 8(b) shows the L2 and L3 miss rates of the baseline and the transformed code. We can see that miss rates are improved dramatically in both levels of cache, reflecting the fact that recursion twisting targets all levels of cache simultaneously.
Further, we see that for several of our benchmarks, L3 miss rates drop from 80+% to less than 5%. When the input gets large enough, dual-tree algorithms suffer from worstcase locality: since every inner recursion is large enough to trigger capacity misses, each inner recursion suffers cache misses on every access, even if there is reuse from one recursion to the next. Recursion twisting, by tiling for all levels of cache, essentially eliminates these capacity misses. We find that the effects on L2 misses are less pronounced (though still evident, as recursion twisting targets all levels of cache). We suspect this is because of other memory accesses that are not targeted by our transformations that hit in the L3 cache despite missing in L2, in both the baseline and our transformed code.
VP also has relatively small performance improvements, but in this case, the baseline for VP has an L3 miss rate of 92.3%, which recursion twisting is able to reduce to 1.12%! The reason that VP shows relatively little performance improvement despite this dramatic drop in miss rates is that the benchmark is more computationally intensive than, say, PC. The baseline CPI (cycles per instruction) for PC is 6.7-the benchmark is highly memory bound-while the baseline CPI for VP is only 0.93. As a result, while our transformation eliminates many cache misses, there is enough computation to hide much of the effects of those cache misses even in the baseline. We see the opposite effect for TJ: a fairly substantial speedup despite the high instruction overhead and the lower baseline L3 miss rate. Here, since TJ has low computational intensity, almost all of the time is spent fetching tree data, exactly the memory accesses our transformations target.
Effects of input scale
Finally, we note that the gains of recursion twisting increase with input size, though they eventually level off. modulo the difference from one traversal to the next), and hence the baseline has good locality (indeed, the L3 cache miss rate for PC is effectively 0 until an input of 100K). Hence, performance is dominated by the instruction overhead of recursion twisting. (Note, by the way, that at the very smallest input sizes, miss rates are higher than at somewhat larger sizes; this is because at extremely small sizes, the effects of compulsory misses to bring the trees into cache are more noticeable.)
As the input size grows, PC begins to suffer L3 cache misses, and its speedup commensurately increases. Eventually, the inner recursions get so large that the caches are saturated, and the L3 miss rate levels off (at about 80%): the vast majority of accesses to L3 cache are misses. At this point, recursion twisting is able to eliminate virtually all misses that are targeted by the transformation, yielding an L3 miss rate of about 3%. Because there is no more opportunity to eliminate misses, the speedup also levels off.
Discussion and Future Work 7.1 The price of parameterlessness
As the previous section shows, recursion twisting can yield large performance improvements when the initial application has poor locality (i.e., whenever the inner recursion dimension is large, leading to high reuse distances in the base-line). However, if the baseline has good locality already, recursion twisting cannot improve locality further, so instead only adds overhead. Even in situations where there is a locality improvement to be had, the cost of so much recursion still introduces instruction overhead relative to the baseline (especially due to tracking truncation effects, as discussed in Section 4). Both of these overheads are, essentially, the price of being parameterless. While avoiding any cache-specific transformation parameters is good for targeting all levels of the memory hierarchy, it means that the overhead of twisting continues to be paid even after there is no longer any locality benefit to gain. If, instead, there were cutoff parameters that would switch back to the standard recursive schedule, sans twisting, whenever the inner tree traversals fit in cache, we could eliminate most of the instruction overhead without paying any locality penalties 7 . The challenge, of course, is determining what this cutoff parameter should be: cut off too early and the inner traversals will not fit in cache, precluding any locality benefit; cut off too late and much of the benefit of providing a cut-off parameter is lost. The problem of determining an appropriate cutoff is complicated by any irregularity in the nested recursion, as such irregularity makes predicting traversal sizes, and hence the optimal cutoff, more difficult.
To investigate the impact of cutting off recursion twisting, we modified the recursion twisting implementation of PC to include a cutoff parameter: the twisting code will only switch from the original recursion order to the interchanged order if the inner tree size is greater than the cutoff parameter. Figure 10(a) shows the effect that implementing cutoff has on instruction overhead, for different cutoff values, as well as the instruction overhead of the parameterless recursion twisting implementation for comparison. As expected, implementing cutoff reduces instruction overhead, as twisting does not occur for small subtrees. Note, too, that as expected, instruction overhead is higher for smaller cutoff parameters. Nevertheless, for all the values we studied, adding cutoff results in lower instruction overhead than the baseline parameterless version. Figure 10 (b) shows how this reduction in instruction overhead interacts with locality effects to affect speedup. (Note that we use a smaller input for PC than in the experiments of Section 6, so the speedup of the baseline parameterless version is lower.) If the cutoff value is too large, we get less locality improvement so, despite the lower instruction overhead, speedup is worse than the parameterless version. Smaller cutoff values can produce better speedup than the baseline, but note that the smallest cutoff value does not yield the best speedup-the higher instruction overhead reduces performance. Overall we see that setting a cutoff pa- 7 We note that cache-oblivious algorithms face a similar challenge: the divide-and-conquer recursive structure of these algorithms yield the cacheoblivious property, but add substantial overhead. Adding cutoff parameters, and hence cache-awareness, is a standard trick to improving performance [31] rameter correctly can produce higher speedup (as expected), but the parameterless version is not too far off from the best cutoff version. Investigating how to set the cutoff parameter correctly in recursion twisting is an interesting avenue of future work.
Cache obliviousness, loop nests, and multi-level loop tiling
There is an intriguing connection between recursion twisting and cache-oblivious algorithms. As we noted above, both exploit divide-and-conquer strategies to keep shrinking the working set of the algorithm until it fits in cache. By continuing to divide the working set, the resulting algorithm provides multiple nested working sets, such that each cache is exploited (asymptotically) optimally [15, 19] . While we have not proven a similar property for recursion twisting, the structure of the schedule that twisting generates seems quite similar, and pursuing this line is an interesting avenue of future work. One hint of the close connection between recursion twisting and cache-obliviousness is to consider the way in which languages like Cilk handle for loops [10] : rather than being executed iteratively, the loops are translated into a divideand-conquer recursion (often with a granularity cutoff). We can take a doubly-nested loop program-say matrix-vector multiplication-and translate both loops into this divideand-conquer form. Applying recursion twisting to resulting nested recursion automatically yields something similar to the cache-oblivious implementation! Indeed, recursion twisting may provide a simple way to automatically apply the benefits of multi-level loop tiling to nested for loops, with (i) a much simpler code structure than a deep tiled loop nest; and (ii) a schedule that fits all levels of cache without knowing the number and sizes of caches. 8 Another useful direction of future work is to generalize recursion twisting to more than two levels of recursion, to allow it to handle algorithms like matrix-matrix multiplication.
Parallelism
We have not evaluated parallel implementations of any of our benchmarks. However, adding parallelism to nested recursion is completely straightforward. Recall from Section 3.3 that a sufficient condition for the soundness of recursion twisting is if each outer recursive step is independent of the rest. This independence means that the outer recursions can be executed in a task-parallel manner, using annotations such as Cilk's spawn [16] , with each outer recursive call executed independently of the others. At any point in the process, recursion twisting can be applied to a spawned task to improve its locality. Note, however, that once recursion twisting is applied, it is no longer sound to treat outer recursions as independent of one another-the recursive calls can no longer safely be spawned-so twisting should only be applied once enough parallelism has been generated.
Related Work
As discussed in the introduction, most work in the space of locality transformations focuses on iterative iteration spaces-spaces that arise from for loops with well-defined bounds [1] . Both the unimodular framework [3] and the polyhedral framework [5, 12, 13] target such for loops, enabling the use of transformations such as loop interchange, loop skewing, loop fusion, and loop tiling. While these types of transformations are widespread, they do not handle recursive programs.
In recent years, there has been more work targeting locality transformations for recursive programs, including dynamic pointer alignment [32] , point blocking [20] , traversal splicing [21] . These transformations are, effectively, variants of loop tiling in various ways for recursion that is nested within a normal, iterative iteration space (specifically, for loops). Thus, while these transformations handle single recursive iteration spaces, they do not handle nested recursive iteration spaces. Moreover, the transformations are not parameterless: they require setting parameters based on cache size to ensure that the locality benefits are obtained.
More recently, Rajbhandari et al. have proposed a transformation that combines kd-tree traversals into a single traversal of the tree structure [25, 26] , which has locality benefits somewhat similar to point blocking [20] . In some sense, this transformation targets multiple recursive iteration spaces-the multiple kd-tree traversals-but there are some key differences between its approach and recursion twisting: (i) the recursions are sequential, not nested; (ii) the recursions have to be "matched"-they traverse the same tree; (iii) the transformation targets a statically-bounded number of such recursions, rather than the unbounded number of recursions that can arise from nested recursion (whether nested within an iterative or recursive iteration space).
Complementary to our approach, several prior works have looked at layout transformations for tree data structures [6-8, 17, 28] . These techniques focus on changing how trees are organized in memory, ensuring that, for example, nodes from the same subtree are allocated to the same cache line. As a result, traversals of a tree are more likely to enjoy spatial locality. We expect these types of transformations to be complementary to recursion twisting, which instead focuses on temporal locality.
One possible approach to handling nested recursive programs is to use program transformations to eliminate the recursion, yielding new programs that operate over loops, instead [18, 22] . While this approach has been used to perform some performance optimizations [23] , to our knowledge, there has been no efforts to use recursion elimination to enable loop transformations.
Yi et al. propose a technique that takes programs featuring nested loops and transforms them into programs that instead use (non-nested) recursion [30] . This new recursive structure schedules the original (affine) iteration space in a divideand-conquer manner to enhance locality. Interestingly, the iteration spaces and schedules that arise from their transformations bear a strong resemblance to the types of schedules that arise from recursion twisting. There are two key differences between our techniques, both arising from the fact that we start with recursive codes, rather than iterative ones. First, the recursive code Yi et al. generate pushes all the work into the "leaves" of the recursion-the recursive "spine" of the code is simply used to schedule the underlying affine iteration space. In contrast, the kinds of programs that arise from nested recursion can perform work during the recursive steps as well, resulting in more complicated schedules. Second, the iteration spaces we consider in recursion twisting can be more irregular than affine iteration spaces due to irregular truncation, necessitating a more complex transformation (see Section 4).
Conclusions
Most work on locality enhancing scheduling transformations has focused on programs that feature regular for loops. There has been relatively little work on transforming programs that involve recursion, and what work there has been has focused on either non-nested recursion or recursive traversals nested in for loops. We developed a new transformation called recursion twisting that targets recursions nested within other recursions. This pattern arises in algorithms such as dualtree n-body codes and in recursive decompositions of nested loops. Recursion twisting is a parameter-free locality transformation that simultaneously enhances locality for all levels of cache, and showed that it can provide substantial performance benefits. This work represents the first generalization of transformations for nested, iterative iteration spaces to nested, recursive iteration spaces, and is a necessary step towards producing a new, general transformation infrastructure that can simultaneously handle iterative and recursive control structures.
